Automatic transmission schematic

An automatic transmission sometimes abbreviated to auto or AT is a multi-speed transmission
used in motor vehicles that does not require any driver input to change gears under normal
driving conditions. The most common type of automatic transmission is the hydraulic automatic
, which uses a planetary gearset, hydraulic controls, and a torque convertor. The Sturtevant
"horseless carriage gearbox" is often considered to be the first automatic transmission. The
first mass-produced automatic transmission is the General Motors Hydramatic three-speed
hydraulic automatic using a fluid coupling instead of a torque converter , which was introduced
in The most common design of automatic transmissions is the hydraulic automatic, which
typically uses planetary gearsets that are operated using hydraulics. A hydraulic automatic
transmission uses planetary epicyclic gearsets instead of the manual transmission's design of
gears lined up along input, output and intermediate shafts. To change gears, the hydraulic
automatic uses a series of internal clutches or friction bands. These devices are used to lock
certain gears, thus setting which gear ratio is in use at the time. A sprag clutch a ratchet-like
device which can freewheel and only transmits torque in one direction is often used for routine
gear shifts. The friction bands are often used for manually selected gears such as low range or
reverse and operate on the planetary drum's circumference. Made from petroleum with various
refinements and additives, ATF is one of the few parts of the automatic transmission that needs
routine service as the vehicle ages. The main pump which pressurises the ATF is typically a
gear pump mounted between the torque converter and the planetary gear set. The input for the
main pump is connected to the torque converter housing, which in turn is bolted to the engine's
flexplate, so the pump provides pressure whenever the engine is running. A disadvantage of
this arrangement is that there is no oil pressure to operate the transmission when the engine is
not running, therefore it is not possible to push start a vehicle equipped with an automatic
transmission with no rear pump aside from several automatics built prior to , which also
included a rear pump for towing and push-starting purposes. The pressure of the ATF is
regulated by a governor connected to the output shaft, which varies the pressure depending on
the vehicle speed. The valve body inside the transmission is responsible for directing hydraulic
pressure to the appropriate bands and clutches. It receives pressurized fluid from the main
pump and consists of several spring-loaded valves, check balls, and servo pistons. In older
automatic transmissions, the valves use the pump pressure and the pressure from a centrifugal
governor on the output side as well as other inputs, such as throttle position or the driver
locking out the higher gears to control which ratio is selected. As the vehicle and engine
change speed, the difference between the pressures changes, causing different sets of valves
to open and close. In more recent automatic transmissions, the valves are controlled by
solenoids. Modern designs have replaced the centrifugal governor with an electronic speed
sensor that is used as an input to the TCU or ECU. Modern transmissions also factor in the
amount of load on an engine at any given time, which is determined from either the throttle
position or the amount of intake manifold vacuum. The multitude of parts, along with the
complex design of the valve body, originally made hydraulic automatic transmissions much
more expensive and time-consuming to build and repair than manual transmissions; however
mass-production and developments over time have reduced this cost gap. To provide coupling
and decoupling of the engine, a modern automatic transmission uses a torque converter
instead of the friction clutch used in a manual transmission. Prior to the s, most automatic
transmissions used a fluid coupling instead of a torque convertor, however the torque
convertor is a more advanced design which also provides torque multiplication. The Sturtevant
"horseless carriage gearbox" is often considered to be the first automatic transmission for
motor vehicles. As the vehicle slowed down and engine RPM decreased, the gearbox would
shift back to low. However, the transmission was prone to sudden failure, due to the
transmission being unable to withstand forces from the abrupt gear changes. The adoption of
planetary gearsets was a significant advance towards the modern automatic transmission. One
of the first transmissions to use this design was the manual transmission fitted to the
Wilson-Pilcher automobile. A foot clutch was used for standing starts, gear selection was using
a hand lever, helical gears were used to reduce noise and the gears used a constant-mesh
design. A planetary gearset was also used in the Ford Model T , which was fitted with a
two-speed manual transmission without helical gears. An early patent for the automatic
transmission was granted to Candian inventor Alfred Horner Munro of Regina in In , a patent
was approved in the United States describing the operation of a transmission where the manual
shifting of gears and manual operation of a clutch was eliminated. This patent was submitted by
Henry R. The patent described the workings of such a transmission as " However, it would be
over a decade later until automatic transmissions were produced in significant quantities. In the
meantime, several European and British manufacturers would use preselector gearboxes , a
form of manual transmission which removed the reliance on the driver's skill to achieve smooth

gear shifts. The evolution towards mass-produced automatic transmissions continued with the
REO Motor Car Company Self-Shifter semi-automatic transmission, [12] which automatically
shifted between two forward gears in the "Forward" mode or between two shorter gear ratios in
the "Emergency low" mode. Driver involvement was still required during normal driving, since
standing starts required the driver to use the clutch pedal. Similar in operation to the REO
Self-Shifter , the Automatic Safety Transmission shifted automatically between the two gear
ratios available in the "Low" and "High" ranges and the clutch pedal was required for standing
starts. It used a planetary gearset. The General Motors Hydra-Matic became the first
mass-produced automatic transmission following its introduction in model year. Available as an
option in cars such as the Oldsmobile Series 60 and Cadillac Sixty Special , the Hydra-Matic
combined a fluid coupling with three hydraulically controlled planetary gearsets to produce four
forward speeds plus reverse. The transmission was sensitive to engine throttle position and
road speed, producing fully automatic up- and down-shifting that varied according to operating
conditions. Features of the Hydra-Matic included a wide spread of ratios allowing both good
acceleration in first gear and cruising at low RPM in top gear and the fluid coupling only
handling a portion of the engine's torque in the top two gears increasing fuel economy in those
gears, similar to a lock-up torque converter. The first automatic transmission to use a torque
converter instead of a fluid coupling was the Buick Dynaflow , which was introduced for the
model year. In normal driving, the Dynaflow used only the top gear, relying on the torque
multiplication of the torque convertor at lower speeds. The Dynaflow was followed by the
Packard Ultramatic in mid and the Chevrolet Powerglide for the model year. Each of these
transmissions had only two forward speeds, relying on the converter for additional torque
multiplication. In the early s, BorgWarner developed a series of three-speed torque converter
automatics for car manufacturers such as American Motors, Ford and Studebaker. Chrysler was
late in developing its own true automatic, introducing the two-speed torque converter
PowerFlite in , and the three-speed TorqueFlite in The latter was the first to utilize the Simpson
compound planetary gearset. In , the General Motors Hydra-Matic which still used a fluid
coupling was redesigned based around using two fluid couplings, to allow a "dual range"
feature. The original Hydra-Matic remained in production until the mids. In , General Motors
released a new transmission, the Turbo Hydramatic , a three-speed transmission which used a
torque convertor. The Turbo Hydramatic was among the first to have the basic gear selections
Park, Reverse, Neutral, Drive, Low which became the standard gear selection used for several
decades. By the late s, most of the fluid-coupling two-speed and four-speed transmissions had
disappeared in favor of three-speed units with torque converters. Also around this time, whale
oil was removed from the automatic transmission fluid. Electronics began to be more commonly
used to control the transmission, replacing mechanical control methods such as spring-loaded
valves in the valve body. Most system use solenoids which are controlled by either the engine
control unit , or a separate transmission control unit. This allows for more precise control of
shift points, shift quality, lower shift times and manual control. The first seven-speed automatic
was the Mercedes-Benz 7G-Tronic transmission , which debuted a year later. In , the first
eight-speed transmission to reach production was the Toyota AA80E transmission. The gear
selector is the input by which the driver selects the operating mode of an automatic
transmission. Most cars use a "P-R-N-D" layout for the gear selector, which consists of the
following positions: [22]. Some automatic transmissions previously [ when? Many
transmissions also include positions to restrict the gear selection to the lower gears. These
positions are often labelled "L" low gear , "S" second gear or the number of the highest gear
used in that position eg 3, 2 or 1. If these positions are engaged at a time when it would result in
excessive engine RPM , many modern transmissions disregard the selector position and remain
in the higher gear. Many modern transmissions also include modes to adjust the shift logic to
preference either power or fuel economy. These manumatic transmissions offer the driver
greater control over the gear selection that the traditional modes to restrict the transmission to
the lower gears. Some cars offer drivers both methods to request a manual gear selection. A
continuously variable transmission CVT can change seamlessly through a continuous infinite
range of gear ratios, compared with other automatic transmissions that provide a limited
number of gear ratios in fixed steps. The flexibility of a CVT with suitable control may allow the
engine to operate at a constant RPM while the vehicle moves at varying speeds. CVTs are used
in automobiles , tractors , UTVs , motor scooters , snowmobiles , and earthmoving equipment.
The most common type of CVT uses two pulleys connected by a belt or chain , however, several
other designs have also been used at times. A dual-clutch transmission DCT, sometimes
referred to as a twin-clutch transmission , or double-clutch transmission uses two separate
clutches for odd and even gear sets. The first DCT to reach production was the Easidrive
automatic transmission introduced on the Hillman Minx mid-size car. This was followed by

various eastern European tractors through the s using manual operation via a single clutch
pedal , then the Porsche C racing car in Since the late s, DCTs have become increasingly
widespread, and have supplanted hydraulic automatic transmissions in various models of cars.
Automated manual transmission AMT , also referred to as a clutchless manual , is a type of
multi-speed automobile transmission system that is closely based on the mechanical design of
a conventional manual transmission , and automates either the clutch system, the gear shifting,
or both simultaneously, requiring partial, or no driver input or involvement. Earlier versions of
these transmissions that are semi-automatic in operation, such as Autostick , only control the
clutch system automatically â€” and use different forms of actuation usually via an actuator or
servo to automate the clutch, but still require the driver's input and full control to manually
actuate gear changes by hand. Modern versions of these systems that are fully-automatic in
operation, such as Selespeed and Easytronic , require no driver input over gear changes or
clutch operation. Semi-automatic versions only require partial driver input i. Modern automated
manual transmissions AMT have their roots and origins in older clutchless manual
transmissions that began to appear on mass-production automobiles in the earlys and s, prior
to the introduction of hydraulic automatic transmissions. These systems were designed to
reduce the amount of clutch or gear shifter usage required by the driver. An early example of
this transmission was introduced with the Hudson Commodore in , called Drive-Master. This
unit was an early semi-automatic transmission , based on the design of a conventional manual
transmission, which used a servo -controlled vacuum -operated clutch system, with three
different gear shifting modes, at the touch of a button; manual shifting and manual clutch
operation fully-manual , manual shifting with automated clutch operation semi-automatic , and
automatic shifting with automatic clutch operation fully-automatic. This semi-automatic
transmission used an automated clutch, which was actuated using hydraulics. Gear selection
also used hydraulics, however, the gear ratio needs to be manually selected by the driver. This
system was nicknamed Citro-Matic in the U. Modern fully-automatic AMTs, such as Selespeed
and Easytronic , have now been largely superseded and replaced by the increasingly
widespread dual-clutch transmission design. In cars where either a manual transmission or an
automatic transmission is available, the manual is usually the cheaper option and the automatic
is the more expensive option. Vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions are not as
complex to drive. Consequently, in some jurisdictions, drivers who have passed their driving
test in a vehicle with an automatic transmission are restricted from driving cars with manual
transmissions. Compared with a manual transmission, an automatic can cause the following
differences in vehicle dynamics :. Early hydraulic automatic transmissions caused higher fuel
consumption than manual transmissions mainly due to viscous and pumping losses in the
torque converter and the hydraulic actuators. However, modern hydraulic automatics can
achieve similar fuel consumption to manual transmissions, and CVTs can be more fuel-efficient
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Quote. Automatic transmissions contain mechanical systems, hydraulic systems, electrical
systems and computer controls, all working together in perfect harmony which goes virtually
unnoticed until there is a problem. This article will help you understand the concepts behind
what goes on inside these technological marvels and what goes into repairing them when they
fail. The transmission is a device that is connected to the back of the engine and sends the
power from the engine to the drive wheels. It does this through various gear combinations. In
first gear, the engine turns much faster in relation to the drive wheels, while in high gear the
engine is loafing even though the car may be going in excess of 70 MPH. In addition to the
various forward gears, a transmission also has a neutral position which disconnects the engine
from the drive wheels, and reverse, which causes the drive wheels to turn in the opposite
direction allowing you to back up. Finally, there is the Park position. In this position, a latch
mechanism not unlike a deadbolt lock on a door is inserted into a slot in the output shaft to lock
the drive wheels and keep them from turning, thereby preventing the vehicle from rolling. There
are two basic types of automatic transmissions based on whether the vehicle is rear wheel drive
or front wheel drive. On a rear wheel drive car, Power flow on a rear wheel drive automobile the
transmission is usually mounted to the back of the engine and is located under the hump in the
center of the floorboard alongside the gas pedal position. A drive shaft connects the rear of the
transmission to the final drive which is located in the rear axle and is used to send power to the
rear wheels. Power flow on this system is simple and straight forward going from the engine,
through the torque converter , then through the transmission and drive shaft until it reaches the
final drive where it is split and sent to the two rear wheels. On a front wheel drive car, Power
flow on a front wheel drive automobile the transmission is usually combined with the final drive
to form what is called a transaxle. The engine on a front wheel drive car is usually mounted
sideways in the car with the transaxle tucked under it on the side of the engine facing the rear of
the car. Front axles are connected directly to the transaxle and provide power to the front
wheels. In this example, power flows from the engine, through the torque converter to a large
chain that sends the power through a degree turn to the transmission that is along side the
engine. From there, the power is routed through the transmission to the final drive where it is
split and sent to the two front wheels through the drive axles. There are a number of other
arrangements including front drive vehicles where the engine is mounted front to back instead
of sideways and there are other systems that drive all four wheels but the two systems
described here are by far the most popular. A much less popular rear drive arrangement has the
transmission mounted directly to the final drive at the rear and is connected by a drive shaft to
the torque converter which is still mounted on the engine. This system is found on the new
Corvette and is used in order to balance the weight evenly between the front and rear wheels for
improved performance and handling. Another rear drive system mounts everything, the engine,
transmission and final drive in the rear. This rear engine arrangement is popular on the
Porsche. The modern automatic transmission consists of many components and systems that
are designed to work together in a symphony of clever mechanical, hydraulic and electrical
technology that has evolved over the years into what many mechanically inclined individuals
consider to be an art form. We try to use simple, generic explanations where possible to
describe these systems but, due to the complexity of some of these components, you may have
to use some mental gymnastics to visualize their operation. Planetary gear system Automatic
transmissions contain many gears in various combinations. In a manual transmission, gears
slide along shafts as you move the shift lever from one position to another, engaging various
sized gears as required in order to provide the correct gear ratio. In an automatic transmission,
however, the gears are never physically moved and are always engaged to the same gears. This
is accomplished through the use of planetary gear sets. The basic planetary gear set consists of
a sun gear, a ring gear and two or more planet gears, all remaining in constant mesh. If we
unlock the sun gear and lock any two elements together, this will cause all three elements to
turn at the same speed so that the output shaft will turn at the same rate of speed as the input
shaft. This is like a car that is in third or high gear. Another way that we can use a Planetary
gear set is by locking the planet carrier from moving, then applying power to the ring gear
which will cause the sun gear to turn in the opposite direction giving us reverse gear. Planetary
gear system â€” side view. The illustration on the right shows how the simple system described
above would look in an actual transmission. The sun gear is connected to a drum yellow which

is also connected to the other half of the clutch pack. Surrounding the outside of the drum is a
band red that can be tightened around the drum when required to prevent the drum with the
attached sun gear from turning. The clutch pack is used, in this instance, to lock the planet
carrier with the sun gear forcing both to turn at the same speed. If both the clutch pack and the
band were released, the system would be in neutral. Turning the input shaft would turn the
planet gears against the sun gear, but since nothing is holding the sun gear, it will just spin free
and have no effect on the output shaft. To place the unit in first gear, the band is applied to hold
the sun gear from moving. To shift from first to high gear, the band is released and the clutch is
applied causing the output shaft to turn at the same speed as the input shaft. Many more
combinations are possible using two or more planetary sets connected in various ways to
provide the different forward speeds and reverse that are found in modern automatic
transmissions. Clutch pack A clutch pack consists of alternating disks that fit inside a clutch
drum. Half of the disks are steel and have splines that fit into groves on the inside of the drum.
The other half have a friction material bonded to their surface and have splines on the inside
edge that fit groves on the outer surface of the adjoining hub. There is a piston inside the drum
that is activated by oil pressure at the appropriate time to squeeze the clutch pack together so
that the two components become locked and turn as one. This effect is just like that of a
bicycle, where the pedals will turn the wheel when pedaling forward, but will spin free when
pedaling backward. A common place where a one-way clutch is used is in first gear when the
shifter is in the drive position. When you begin to accelerate from a stop, the transmission
starts out in first gear. But have you ever noticed what happens if you release the gas while it is
still in first gear? The vehicle continues to coast as if you were in neutral. Now, shift into Low
gear instead of Drive. When you let go of the gas in this case, you will feel the engine slow you
down just like a standard shift car. The reason for this is that in Drive, a one-way clutch is used
whereas in Low, a clutch pack or a band is used. A band is a steel strap with friction material
bonded to the inside surface. One end of the band is anchored against the transmission case
while the other end is connected to a servo. At the appropriate time hydraulic oil is sent to the
servo under pressure to tighten the band around the drum to stop the drum from turning. On
automatic transmissions, the torque converter takes the place of the clutch found on standard
shift vehicles. It is there to allow the engine to continue running when the vehicle comes to a
stop. The principle behind a torque converter is like taking a fan that is plugged into the wall
and blowing air into another fan which is unplugged. If you grab the blade on the unplugged
fan, you are able to hold it from turning but as soon as you let go, it will begin to speed up until
it comes close to the speed of the powered fan. The difference with a torque converter is that
instead of using air, it uses oil or transmission fluid, to be more precise. It consists of three
internal elements that work together to transmit power to the transmission. The three elements
of the torque converter are the Pump, the Typical torque converterTurbine, and the Stator. The
turbine is inside the housing and is connected directly to the input shaft of the transmission
providing power to move the vehicle. The stator is mounted to Torque converter internal
diagrama one-way clutch so that it can spin freely in one direction but not in the other. Each of
the three elements have fins mounted in them to precisely direct the flow of oil through the
converter. With the engine running, transmission fluid is pulled into the pump section and is
pushed outward by centrifugal force until it reaches the turbine section which starts it turning.
The fluid continues in a circular motion back towards the center of the turbine where it enters
the stator. If the turbine is moving considerably slower than the pump, the fluid will make
contact with the front of the stator fins which push the stator into the one way clutch and
prevent it from turning. As the speed of the turbine catches up with the pump, the fluid starts
hitting the stator blades on the back-side causing the stator to turn in the same direction as the
pump and turbine. As the speed increases, all three elements begin to turn at approximately the
same speed. Schematic of a typical automatic transmission hydraulic system The Hydraulic
system is a complex maze of passages and tubes that sends transmission fluid under pressure
to all parts of the transmission and torque converter. The newer systems are much more
complex and are combined with computerized electrical components. Transmission fluid serves
a number of purposes including: shift control, general lubrication and transmission cooling.
This is not unlike the human circulatory system the fluid is even red where even a few minutes
of operation when there is a lack of pressure can be harmful or even fatal to the life of the
transmission. In order to keep the transmission at normal operating temperature, a portion of
the fluid is sent through one of two steel tubes to a special chamber that is submerged in
anti-freeze in the radiator. Fluid passing through this chamber is cooled and then returned to
the transmission through the other steel tube. A typical transmission has an average of ten
quarts of fluid between the transmission, torque converter, and cooler tank. In fact, most of the
components of a transmission are constantly submerged in fluid including the clutch packs and

bands. The friction surfaces on these parts are designed to operate properly only when they are
submerged in oil. The transmission oil pump not to be confused with the pump element inside
the torque converter is responsible for producing all the oil pressure that is required in the
transmission. The oil pump is mounted to the front of the transmission case and is directly
connected to a flange on the torque converter housing. Since the torque converter housing is
directly connected to the engine crankshaft, the pump will produce pressure whenever the
engine is running as long as there is a sufficient amount of transmission fluid available. The oil
enters the pump through a filter that is located at the bottom of the transmission oil pan and
travels up a pickup tube directly to the oil pump. The oil is then sent, under pressure to the
pressure regulator, the valve body and the rest of the components, as required. The valve body
is the control center of the automatic transmission. It contains a maze of channels and
passages that direct hydraulic fluid to the numerous valves which then activate the appropriate
clutch pack or band servo to smoothly shift to the appropriate gear for each driving situation.
Each of the many valves in the valve body has a specific purpose and is named for that
function. For example the shift valve activates the 2nd gear to 3rd gear up-shift or the shift
timing valve which determines when a downshift should occur. The most important valve, and
the one that you have direct control over is the manual valve. The manual valve is directly
connected to the gear shift handle and covers and uncovers various passages depending on
what position the gear shift is placed in. When you place the gear shift in Drive, for instance, the
manual valve directs fluid to the clutch pack s that activates 1st gear. On computer controlled
transmissions, you will also have electrical solenoids that are mounted in the valve body to
direct fluid to the appropriate clutch packs or bands under computer control to more precisely
control shift points. The computer uses sensors on the engine and transmission to detect such
things as throttle position, vehicle speed, engine speed, engine load, brake pedal position, etc.
Once the computer receives this information, it then sends signals to a solenoid pack inside the
transmission. The solenoid pack contains several electrically controlled solenoids that redirect
the fluid to the appropriate clutch pack or servo in order to control shifting. Computerized
transmissions even learn your driving style and constantly adapt to it so that every shift is
timed precisely when you would need it. Because of computer controls, sports models are
coming out with the ability to take manual control of the transmission as though it were a stick
shift, allowing the driver to select gears manually. This is accomplished on some cars by
passing the shift lever through a special gate, then tapping it in one direction or the other in
order to up-shift or down-shift at will. The computer monitors this activity to make sure that the
driver does not select a gear that could over speed the engine and damage it. A technician can
then plug test equipment in and retrieve a list of trouble codes that will help pinpoint where the
problem is. These three components are important in the non-computerized transmissions.
They provide the inputs that tell the transmission when to shift. The Governor is connected to
the output shaft and regulates hydraulic pressure based on vehicle speed. It accomplishes this
using centrifugal force to spin a pair of hinged weights against pull-back springs. As the
weights pull further out against the springs, more oil pressure is allowed past the governor to
act on the shift valves that are in the valve body which then signal the appropriate shifts. Of
course, vehicle speed is not the only thing that controls when a transmission should shift, the
load that the engine is under is also important. The more load you place on the engine, the
longer the transmission will hold a gear before shifting to the next one. There are two types of
devices that serve the purpose of monitoring the engine load: the Throttle Cable and the
Vacuum Modulator. A transmission will use one or the other but generally not both of these
devices. Each works in a different way to monitor engine load. The Throttle Cable simply
monitors the position of the gas pedal through a cable that runs from the gas pedal to the
throttle valve in the valve body. The Vacuum Modulator monitors engine vacuum by a rubber
vacuum hose which is connected to the engine. Engine vacuum reacts very accurately to
engine load with high vacuum produced when the engine is under light load and diminishing
down to zero vacuum when the engine is under a heavy load. The modulator is attached to the
outside of the transmission case and has a shaft which passes through the case and attaches
to the throttle valve in the valve body. When an engine is under a light load or no load, high
vacuum acts on the modulator which moves the throttle valve in one direction to allow the
transmission to shift early and soft. As the engine load increases, vacuum is diminished which
moves the valve in the other direction causing the transmission to shift later and more firmly.
An automatic transmission has many seals and gaskets to control the flow of hydraulic fluid
and to keep it from leaking out. There are two main external seals: the front seal and the rear
seal. The front seal seals the point where the torque converter mounts to the transmission case.
This seal allows fluid to freely move from the converter to the transmission but keeps the fluid
from leaking out. The rear seal keeps fluid from leaking past the output shaft. A seal is usually

made of rubber similar to the rubber in a windshield wiper blade and is used to keep oil from
leaking past a moving part such as a spinning shaft. In some cases, the rubber is assisted by a
spring that holds the rubber in close contact with the spinning shaft. A gasket is a type of seal
used to seal two stationary parts that are fastened together. Some common gasket materials
are: paper, cork, rubber, silicone and soft metal. Aside from the main seals, there are also a
number of other seals and gaskets that vary from transmission to transmission. A common
example is the rubber O-ring that seals the shaft for the shift control lever. This is the shaft that
you move when you manipulate the gear shifter. Another example that is common to most
transmissions is the oil pan gasket. In fact, seals are required anywhere that a device needs to
pass through the transmission case with each one being a potential source for leaks.
Transmission fluid should be changed periodically. Most transmission experts recommend
changing the fluid and filter every 25, miles. Few transmissions have drain plugs to drain the old
fluid. In order to get the fluid out, the technician removes the transmission oil pan. This is quite
a messy job and generally not recommended for the casual do-it-yourselfer. Even if the
transmission has a drain plug, the only way to also change the transmission filter is to remove
the pan. When the pan is down, the technician can check for metal shavings and other debris
which are indicators of impending transmission problems. In most cases during these
transmission services, only about half the oil is able to be removed from the unit. This is
because much of the oil is in the torque converter and cooler lines and cannot be drained
without major disassembly. The fluid change intervals are based on the fact that some old fluid
remains in the system. When the transmission is serviced, make sure that the correct fluid is
used to re-fill it. Each transmission manufacturer has their own recommendation for the proper
fluid to use and the internal components are designed for that specific formula. Honda also
specs out their own formula which is available from Honda or Acura parts departments. A
transmission will not work properly
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or may even slip or shudder with the incorrect fluid, so make sure that you double check. If the
aftermarket product indicates on its container that they meet or exceed the specs for a
particular type of transmission fluid, it is generally ok to use that product. Reading Time: 20
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